Selectivity of 7-alkoxycoumarins as probe substrates for rat hepatic cytochrome P450 forms is influenced by the substitution pattern on the coumarin nucleus.
1. The O-dealkylation of 7-alkoxycoumarins is widely used as an assay to characterize cytochrome P450 (CYP) activity. These substrates can also undergo oxidative attack at additional sites on the coumarin nucleus, which may influence their apparent selectivity for particular CYP forms. 2. Accordingly, the effect of blockade of these additional sites was investigated on the selectivity towards rat hepatic CYP forms, with emphasis on the CYP1A and 2B forms. 3. Blockade of the 3-/4- and 6-positions resulted in substrates for which the CYP1A1/2 selectivity of the unsubstituted 7-alkoxycoumarins was altered to a CYP2B selectivity; this was achieved with little overall change in the molecular dimensions of the substrate. Limited analysis of other inducible CYP forms indicated at most only small effects of structure modification on activity. 4. The findings suggest that the sensitivity of probe substrates for CYP forms may be limited by the occurrence of competing side reactions of the substrate, and that better probes may be derived by blocking the sites of these side reactions.